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Mobile PC Rescue’s onsite computer support gives rapid response in solving your computer
problems.
MOT Your Computer system - keep your office running at optimal performance. You MOT
your car every year, doesn’t it make sense to MOT your PC’s?
They are the backbone to most businesses and each year we become more reliant on them,
so they HAVE to be working efficiently.
The Benefits:
Once your system has been cleaned out professionally it will run cooler, so therefore it will be quieter
and in all probability will last much longer.
If there is dust and hair in the vents, the system will automatically spin the fans faster to try and cool
the CPU and GPU, this causes the system to be noisy and also causes the system to throttle down the
CPU & GPU usage, which basically means you are not getting the full power out of the computer.
Even by throttling down the processors the system will still overheat if the fans are clogged to a stage
where they struggle to spin. On our system tests with dirty fans, the spin speed was way below
200RPM, whereas it should be anything between 1200 and 3000 RPM. Laptops are especially
vulnerable as they usually sit on desks and floors where food debris, dirt and hair can be sucked into
the vents.
After cleaning ALL users report a significant increase in computer performance and a decrease in the
noise level. The biggest factor is hot electronics are very unhappy and tend to shut down or burn out,
this can then mean you need a new PC or mainboard, which can be very costly. By maintaining your
computers you are also extending their life. This is exactly the same for Laptops and Netbooks.

Standard Clean: Recommended every 12 months
System Cleaning:
Anti Virus scan with latest definitions. We are authorised re-sellers of Kaspersky.
Scrub out all corrupt registry entries.
Check installed programs for trojans & spying apps. Removal of such programs may
incur additional charges depending on level of damage.
Check Hard Drive integrity.
Scan Hard Drives for errors.
Hardware Cleaning:
Lid taken off the computer and all dust and debris blown out.
ALL Fans cleaned: This usually makes the PC quieter and can extend the life of the
system.
Keyboard, mouse & screen cleaned.
Anti SPY – the computer is checked for any spy software – this is much more common
than most people think, if your staff go on-line the chances are that they have picked up
some spying/phishing software especially form sites like Facebook (in 2009 it was reported
that Facebook had harboured over 250,000 viruses).
Defrag – this allows the system to regroup all the files on the Hard Drive, it can make the
system faster and more reliable, but can take hours to perform and should not be done
when the computer is being used. Best done at the end of the work day, and left overnight.
The standard charge for the FULL MOT is £85 per system, or £65 for customers with
Service Contracts. The additional tasks vary on the size and complexity of the computer
systems so please call Steve for a quote for your business.
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Additional:
Backup – if your office does not have a proper backup system, firstly I would say GET ONE
NOW, but for the time being we can come in and backup ALL files on to DVD/RW or an
external Hard Drive depending on the amount of data.

Imagine coming into work on Monday morning and finding:
a) Your office PC/Server has been stolen
b) You have had a fire and the PC is damaged beyond use.
c) Your PC crashes and will not boot up.
WHAT WOULD YOU DO??
Without a backup you would have lost all your customer data, photos, music, invoices, job
cards etc.
A backup is an essential part of ANY computer system.
Remember:
Just because you have a backup in place does not always mean it is working, these like any
other programs fail and need checking – Why not get your checked TODAY???

Best Regards

Steve Procter

